
Pluto’s revenge
A proposal to vastly expand the number of bodies 
called planets raises interesting questions.

The beautiful mechanical orrery that hangs from the ceiling of 
the United Kingdom’s Jodrell Bank observatory looks old, but 
isn’t. Installed in 2013, the model of the Solar System carries a 

major clue to its relative youth: when the children who gather below 
are handed worksheets that ask them to name and label the system’s 
planets, there are eight worlds on their list. For, according to rules 
agreed by the International Astronomical Union (IAU) in 2006, there 
is no room for Pluto. (Younger readers should note: the more elderly 
among us were taught at school that nine planets orbited the Sun.)

Officials at the observatory near Macclesfield will, therefore, surely 
be alarmed at a proposal that would render their new orrery old after 
all. Not all scientists accepted Pluto’s demotion, and some of them 
have hatched a plot to put it back in its planetary place. (Not by chance, 
these scientists worked on the New Horizons probe that NASA sent 

to Pluto: a planetary explorer when it was conceived but not when 
it arrived in 2015.) The schoolchildren below the model should be 
anxious, too, for the proposal would swell the number of Solar System 
planets on their worksheets to more than 100.

Crudely, the proposal — which has been published online ahead of 
being presented at the Lunar and Planetary Science Conference in The 
Woodlands, Texas, next month — aims to classify a planet according 
to its internal geophysics rather than its place in space. An unintended 
consequence of the IAU change, the authors say, is that Pluto is now 
considered by the public to be less interesting to explore than it once 
was. So they suggest that we should instead put it like this: “A planet 
is a sub-stellar mass body that has never undergone nuclear fusion 
and that has sufficient self-gravitation to assume a spheroidal shape 
adequately described by a triaxial ellipsoid regardless of its orbital 
parameters.” Or, if it helps, like this: “Round objects in space that are 
smaller than stars.” 

That would include at first glance, of course, the Moon. And many 
more moons besides — hence the huge Solar System upgrade. It’s not 
clear at this stage how serious the proposal is, but it would come with 
a major plus. In future, kids at school might have to work harder to 
learn the names of Earth’s neighbours, but they would also be taught 
that humanity has already left its footprints on another planet. ■

Legal limbo
Europe is dragging its feet on gene-editing 
rules and scientists should push the issue.

Germany is having trouble deciding whether plants that are 
gene-edited should be regulated as if they were genetically 
modified (GM). Confused? You’re not alone: the issue has split 

the German government and has left scientists across Europe in limbo.
Plant scientists say that new editing tools, including CRISPR–Cas9, 

involve no more than making tiny, precisely targeted changes to a gene 
that are indistinguishable from natural mutations. But opponents say 
that any form of meddling with genes is potentially perilous.

Germans attach great value to public dialogue. So on 14 February, 
the Leopoldina, Germany’s national science academy, hosted a debate 
on the issue. Officials from the federal environment ministry and 
its office for nature protection spoke passionately in favour of ever-
greater regulation, whereas the agriculture ministry and the office for 
consumer protection and food safety disagreed.

The debate might never have taken place if the European Union itself 
had been able to decide on the issue. But it is habitually paralysed when-
ever genetic modification is discussed. Two years ago the European 
Commission requested all member states to hold back on giving the 
all-clear on gene editing while it considered its options. Now its hand is 
being forced, ever so slowly, by the referral of the issue by France to the 
European Court of Justice (ECJ) last October. French non-governmental 
organizations and trade unions had called on the French state to regu-
late organisms created through all methods of mutagenesis, including 
classical methods. They argued that easy-to-use, modern gene-editing 
tools will encourage large numbers of new plants to be created whose 
environmental impacts are uncertain. At the Leopoldina meeting, the 
German office for nature protection aligned itself with this argument.

The ECJ told Nature that a decision is not expected before 2018 
because the case is so politically sensitive. That’s a long time to wait, 
given that so much is at stake. GM-style regulation is complex and exor-
bitantly costly. CRISPR technology, although very new, has already led 
to many gene-edited plants that are ready for outdoor field trials. Such 
studies should not be held up. Some are intended to shed light on basic 
plant biology, such as how plants adapt themselves so readily to their 

environments. Others will determine whether the gene-edited plants 
have new traits that make them better crops. European scientists are 
competing with countries such as the United States, where gene-edited 
products are not considered equivalent to GM products, at least for now. 
And earlier this month the European Ombudsman stated that the legal 
limbo does not mean that gene editing should be put on freeze. 

Some EU member states are forging their own way through the muddle.  
In 2015, Sweden decided that the technical and legal issues in favour of 
non-regulation were crystal clear and told its plant scientists  that they 

could go ahead. It has promised to reverse its 
position should the EU decide on regulation. 
Stefan Jansson at Umeå University made such 
swift progress that he hosted a press lunch last 
summer where he served up ‘tagliatelle with 
CRISPRy fried vegetables’ using ingredients 
from his garden, including a gene-edited  
cabbage. According to those present, it was 
delicious. Last year, Finland chose a similar 
path, although no field trials have begun.

Sabres are rattling in the Netherlands, where the parliament’s lower 
house called on the government last week to consider the exclusion of 
most forms of gene editing from GM regulation. The United Kingdom 
has maintained silence, and will in any case be under no obligation to 
follow EU rules once Brexit is complete.

Germany, meanwhile, is being forced to wait for the ECJ decision. 
In 2015, the consumer protection office told the San Diego-based bio-
technology company Cibus that its herbicide-resistant oilseed rape, 
created using one of the earlier gene-editing technologies, would not 
need to be regulated in the country. Opponents immediately brought 
a court case — but that local court is now awaiting ECJ guidance. And 
during this election year, the German government is highly unlikely 
to risk making sensitive decisions.

The ECJ has an unfortunate history of delivering highly  
conservative or scientifically confused verdicts on complex biological 
issues. In 2011, it outlawed patents that depended even indirectly on 
human embryonic stem-cell lines, adding that similar basic research 
was immoral. And in the same year it nearly upended the European 
honey market with a muddled decision about alleged traces of pollen 
from GM maize. 

Plant scientists should spend the waiting time engaging in public 
dialogue like the one Germany is leading about the safety and value of 
gene editing. Reason and science need to prevail this time. ■

“CRISPR 
technology has 
already led to 
many gene-
edited plants 
that are ready 
for outdoor field 
trials.”
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